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Are you well?There are many ways to answer that question. All have in common a sense of what
can help you to be and feel well – and what does not.This book provides a comprehensive and
inclusive look at wellbeing and how to fully experience richness in life and health.Each of the
eleven contributing authors is an expert in their field and shares valuable advice for people of all
backgrounds, situations and experience – but their words are particularly pertinent for leaders
who feel the pressure and stress of building a career or running a business.The authors are all
part of the BIP100 community, a group of experts who put friendship and caring at the top of
their values. Together they actively seek to share wisdom while giving back to each other and
paying forward in society at large.This book, with a foreword by Penny Power OBE has
contributions from Deborah Abbott, Nichola Adams, Christian Espinosa, Kate Faragher, Gaia
Ferreira, Dr Elmar Jung, Owen O’Malley, Jane Piper, Tj Power and Michael-Don Smith.
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To Heal MeMichael-Don SmithFOREWORDIn 2002 I wrote a blog called ‘Emotional Wealth
leads to Financial Wealth’. As a result, I was interviewed several times by magazines and
newspaper journalists asking me to explain my thinking. Twenty years ago we were becoming
connected; however, my words are truer now more than ever. We work long hours; we are
impacted for good and bad around our use of technology; and we now find the boundaries
between work and life increasingly blurred with hybrid working.It was evident, through my own
passage in business, that in my business career – employed, self-employed and later as an
ambitious business owner – I would hit walls unless I had emotional and mental stability and I
looked after who I was, which included my physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.Many
times, in my 38 years so far in business, I have hit those walls. Knowing it is one thing, but as
Laozi’s great saying goes, ‘To know and not to do is not yet to know’. Finally, in my 50s, I have
acted on years of nudges, and my life is certainly a great deal more enjoyable, balanced and
successful. I wish that for you too. I am a constant work in progress; we all are.This book is a gift
from ten entrepreneurs. Ten realistic, practical, soulful and wise people who have walked the
path of business, fallen, and in some cases, picked themselves up and now live a life of purpose
helping others to find a faster route, or even avoid, some of the challenges we humans face in
business and life.They all have different writing styles and different messages, yet they share in



their commitment to you. The book is designed to allow you to flick through and choose a
chapter that speaks to you when you need it. You can enjoy it from front to back, or you can read
it at random points.Imagine, if you will, that you are sitting in a room, perhaps in a mastermind
group, with wise friends, all willing to be open with you, to share, to empathise and care. As you
open these pages, listen to them, appreciate them, learn from them and feel their friendship.We
start with the basis of community for your wellbeing, and how we at BIP100 support our amazing
entrepreneurs. We share the 8 Pillars from Tj Power that deconstructs and proactively helps you
to consider eight areas of your wellbeing. You are then on a journey of discovery. Nine further
entrepreneurs share subjects such as ‘Monotasking and the benefits of realising that we are not
born to multitask’. Consider Gaia and her lessons in ‘how the pursuit of happiness will kill you’.
Deborah, sharing her own breakdown and the commitment to ‘human-centric systems at
work’.We all need to consider how we have ‘conversations’, and expert Kate Faragher talks
about how to have wellbeing conversations and the important steps you need to take to prepare
yourself for them. It’s important not to avoid having them and to find ways to create safe spaces
for people to feel comfortable to open up about their wellbeing. This is a fabulous chapter to help
us all help ourselves and others.Read how Michael-Don Smith discovered how we are ‘born to
heal’, his experience of a work-driven stroke and how we should all listen for the signs we are
given to avoid them. Flick over to Elmar Jung, and the way our teeth can tell us that we have
‘chronic’ underlying health issues. Enjoy learning about ‘ergonomics’ and how we really don’t
have to suffer with pain when spending a greater amount of our time at a desk, thanks to Nichola
Adams and her life experience that drove her to study, design and live a life of purpose around
physical wellbeing.Move to practical thoughts on how to ‘pay attention to your attention’ with
Jane Piper. Jane shares the importance of our brains and the focus on understanding how to
manage our brains to reduce stress and anxiety and improve productivity. Finally, read the
‘WHY’ from Owen O’Malley and consider your plan around your ‘Wealth, Health and You’.What a
great journey you will go on, knowledge to share with others, to absorb and to action, all with
your future in the hearts and minds of nine deeply caring entrepreneurs who all believe that
‘Business is Personal’. Remember, you are the defining aspect of your success, so take care of
you; you have more choice in this than you realise.Penny Power OBEOrganisations Don’t
Change. People Do. Start With You.DEBORAH ABBOTTYour past does not have to define
you.Our past, our wiringFrom the second we are born into this world and inhale our first breath,
we begin absorbing stimuli of the surroundings: voices, lights, touch, smell, taste and everything
in between. The brain’s neurons fire together, wiring the brain as the infant adapts to its new
environment.By the age of five years, 90% of our brain is developed. Our genetics, relationships
and experiences are the keys to our circuitry and nervous system.One of five siblings, group
dynamics no doubt constitute a significant piece of my synaptic architecture. I was also raised by
parents from the ‘silent generation’ (born 1925-1945), determining the experiences I had as a
child. Reflect back for a moment on the environment you were born and grew up in: What role
did you adopt in order to ‘fit in’?Most of us grew up in response to those surrounding us (parents,



family members, teachers, friends) by adapting and playing a part. This became our default
mechanism which we carried into adulthood.Survival mode: our default mechanismWe grew up
to some degree in survival mode, accommodating others’ – often unspoken – expectations or
illusions of who, what and how we should be.Survival mode is a fear-based mechanism, where
we are held hostage either by past scenarios or by negativelycharged expectations of the future.
Fear-based emotions, thoughts, beliefs or behaviours – over time – become our baseline
compass, keeping us from living our full potential.The problem is our hard-wiring can’t tell the
difference between reality and imagination, so our nervous system automatically kicks in, stifling
us rather than serving us. Fight, flight or freeze are occasionally necessary responses; however,
habitually, these survival instincts confine us in victimhood. Our capacity to reason and respond
situationally takes a back seat.The impact of fear in our everyday livesNapoleon Hill said: ‘Fear
is nothing more than a state of mind.’So few of us are aware of our underlying fear(s) and the
power it has: we are not taught how to recognise it nor dissect it. It creeps in through the back
door and festers. It becomes your very own personal orchestra conductor until you choose to
tame it.And when you make that decision, your life experiences change.5.01 pm, 29th March
2011. My daughter Selma is born. We did it. I was euphoric after 21 hours of gruelling labour,
dealing with the eye-ball rolling midwife whose wish was to wheel me into the operating theatre
for my baby to be born by caesarean. The pressure from the medical team had mounted
considerably, yet I begged my obstetrician for one last half hour. He replied patiently: ‘I’ll be back
in 20 minutes.’ As he left the room, I knew this was Selma’s and my defining moment.My
determination to bring her into this world naturally was unshakeable. I chose not to pay attention
to the pressures of the risk-managing staff: my focus was on the birth I wanted after the
traumatic experience I had had with my son three years earlier. Blessed with the absence of
complications, our joint experience would have turned out very differently had I chosen fear over
courage, doubt over self-belief.Fear controls and debilitates, taking away your personal power
and leaving you riddled with doubt, anxiety, disempowerment, indecision and inaction.People
spend days, months, even years pondering over ‘what ifs’, keeping themselves from breaking
through their comfort zone. The choice of conformity over courage is survival mode.Fear has
little to do with your current reality. Eckhart Tolle tells it: ‘The power is in the “now moment”.’ The
more present we are, the more attention we pay to the cues presented in order to respond from
a place of stillness.Our relationship with self: the foundation for profound changeSociety’s curse
on humanity‘It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick society.’– J.
KrishnamurtiWhilst mainstream media, institutions and global corporations continue to
showcase billionaires’ latest achievements, hundreds of thousands of people live in extreme
poverty: almost half of humanity lives on $5.50 a day (Oxfam International). In 2020, the
Covid-19 pandemic shattered the global economy and put millions of people out of
work.Fuelling an endless pursuit of profit is draining humanity’s livelihood. What pride is there in
applauding the super-rich visionaries who don’t envision a fairer world by putting their resources
to use and contributing to rebalancing the inequalities for the greater good?Today we are



hurting: it shows in the staggering cases of mental health problems, slamming all generations,
continents, economies and societies. Nobody is secure from anxiety, stress-related ailments or
depression.Humanity has been stripped of its birthright to live a life of dignity by greed, power
and control, all of which continue to prevail in the global economies. What future and
opportunities are we leaving our children to live a better and longer life?Finding self through
healing‘OK,’ I coughed up. ‘How about I ask for three weeks’ sick leave?’ I was desperate to find
a solution and be let off the hook. Across the desk of his practice, my GP looked at me with pity:
‘Mrs Abbott,’ he replied. ‘I don’t think you are quite listening to me. This is not project
management as you know it. This is burnout. You are suffering from advanced burnout, and
there is no timeframe to recovery.’Only the day before in the office, I was still seeking to deny the
obvious signals of chronic exhaustion, such as the inability to apprehend emails or respond to
any challenge. Now, for the first time ever, I didn’t know what to do with myself. I was left in the
dark: how long will it take to recover? What should(n’t) I expect? Will there be any long-lasting
repercussions?I had been flung out of my hamster wheel, and now I was in unknown territory
without a return ticket.The three principles to healing are:Let go. Accept that your questions will
be left unanswered for a while, at least. Release any thoughts around timelines and milestones,
guarantees and risks. Letting go is about embodying the acceptance of the unknown.Stop
doing, start being. Somebody once said to me: ‘We are human beings, not human doings.’
Continue ticking boxes and thinking results, and you are distracting yourself from healing.
Healing happens when you give yourself the space to be. Ask for help to relieve yourself from
tasks. It is rarely refused.Pace yourself. One day at a time. By heeding to this principle, you
practice self-kindness, respecting the pace at which you are healing. Rushing the process does
not benefit you, as you’ll be revisiting the parts you skipped.Choosing our experiences
energeticallyEinstein said: ‘Everything is energy... Match the frequency of the reality you want
and you cannot help but get that reality. It can be no other way.’When you ‘pay’ attention to
something, you ‘buy’ that experience. In other words, when you allow your consciousness to
focus on someone or something, you are indeed feeding it your energy. And it reciprocates the
experience.So the more intentional we are with our energy – be it the words we use or the way
we respond to people and situations – the more we manifest our desires.Think of the last time
you were gripped by fear. Perhaps your breathing became shallower, and you had palpitations,
your body contracted. Whether it is doubt or worry, disappointment or anger, anxiety or
hopelessness: all of these states stem from fear, a low-vibrational, contracted energy. When your
emotional frequency is low, interaction with self and others is significantly different to when your
energy is expanded.Releasing the self-talk of ‘what ifs’ and ‘maybes’ is the key to spending
more time in a higher vibration of courage. When we choose courage over fear, we detach
ourselves from outcomes: We are then liberated, trusting the process and releasing what no
longer serves us.So given energy is the currency of the universe, what places, people or things
drain, maintain or amplify your energy? The greater we are aware of these, the more selective
we will be with how we spend our energy.
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